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Abstract - E-Learning plays an important role in our society today; hence, higher institutions now offer courses through distance learning. Several studies and methodologies towards improving e-Learning have been proposed and provided. However, not too many works are dedicated to the design and implementation of e-Learning for the visually impaired learners. Sight challenge is a serious form of disability, yet, the existing e-Learning platform (web, mobile, etc) have not devoted enough attention to the plight of the visually impaired particularly in the area of usability. The objective of this paper is to present an intelligent speech-based e-Learning system with dual interface – Voice User Interface (VUI) and Web User Interface (WUI). Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) was engaged to provide intelligent services. Voice Extensible Markup Language (VoiceXML) was used to develop the VUI, Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) for the WUI and Apache as the middleware. The VUI and WUI are accessed through mobile phone by dialing a telephone number and the WUI using the Internet respectively. The e-Learning system will especially be useful for students who are visually impaired and those with dyslexia ailment that make reading, writing and spelling difficult. The application will complement the existing e-Learning systems such as web-based learning, m-Learning and others.

Index Terms - CBR, e-Learning, VoiceXML, VUI and WUI.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid advances in Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), including the Internet, have had significant impact on various aspects of the daily lives of mankind and the society. In spite of the rise of Internet technology, e-Government and e-Business, telephone still remains the dominant means by which people communicate [1]. In most societies, students in tertiary institutions of learning are among the highest category of mobile telephone users. In many developing countries, majority of institutions of higher learning particularly the government owned (public) schools have a low ratio rate of teachers to learners. Demand for access to education remains much higher than the system’s physical capacity to accommodate students in public schools [2]. Consequently, so many students are left unattended to by the few teachers available. The process of conducting course registration, lectures, examination and result is cumbersome. More so, some students are neglected when they are not getting the desired attention from their teachers. Currently, several universities and college campuses are suffering from over-enrollment of students in courses; students often stand in corridors and around open spaces in classrooms during lectures [3]. Telephone-based learning using land or mobile phone provides one of the e-Learning platforms capable of eliminating this common problem by having excess students remain in their dormitories or residencies and access the same course contents on-demand basis by dialing a telephone number.

Within the context of the aforementioned technology, not only are institutions able to offer more courses for the non-physically handicapped learners, and the physically challenged alike particularly the visually impaired learners, but also increase enrolment without the dilemma and huge cost of constructing additional classrooms and laboratories. The ability to combine the functionalities provided by a mobile phone for making calls for the purpose of conversation and for connecting speech-enabled or voice-enabled e-Learning application opens new opportunities for institutions of higher learning equipped with telecommunication infrastructure.

Voice Extensible Markup Language (VoiceXML) technology allows a user to interact with the Internet through speech recognition technology by using a speech browser and/or the telephone [4]. VoiceXML is the new standard for developing speech and touch-tone applications. The technology brings Interactive Voice Response (IVR) into the Internet age, leveraging the same content and infrastructure used by web applications, and capitalising on open standards to reduce cost and increase efficiency [5]. A VoiceXML platform is the foundation for developing and operating voice automation application [6]. During the human computer interaction, it executes the commands and logic specified by applications written in VoiceXML. It also provides the speech processing capabilities (speech recognition, speech synthesis, voice authentication, etc). VoiceXML platform architecture is based on HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) protocol, and uses both phone and Internet. The web server is often connected to a database which the user can query and update.

Speech-enabled systems are applicable in several areas including information providers such as stock,
flight, financial institutions [7], and e-health. Speech applications are also used for providing services to customers. For instance, Envox Worldwide provides a full range of IVR software, customers’ services and solutions [8]. The Cisco Unified Customer Voice Portal (CVP) enables customers to efficiently and enjoyably retrieve the information they need from the contact center [9]. One very interesting application field for voice technology is in education [10].

A VoiceXML absentee system that enables students to report of their class absence through a telephone call was developed in [11]. The Absentee System application was provided basically for Pace University to store students’ absentee request and report class absences. A couple of tools for computer assisted language learning environment were developed in [10]. These tools are used for pronunciation verification and a bilingual dictionary, for Spanish language students whose native tongue is American English. Another very interesting aspect of the project is the use of speech technology based systems to support language acquisition for deaf children. An architecture was presented in [12] to enable multi-channel interaction (web, SMS/MMS and voice) with services that support collaboration on a blog server.

Similarly, a chat application was developed in [13] for communicating between the deaf and blind. The goal of the project was to incorporate current speech recognition (speech-to-text) and speech synthesis (text-to-speech) technology into a chat room that is both free and does not require any additional equipment besides a desktop computer. The system was developed using C++ and it run on client/server equipment besides a desktop computer. The system was developed using C++ and it run on client/server architecture was presented in [12] to enable multi-channel interaction (web, SMS/MMS and voice) with services that support collaboration on a blog server.

Artificial intelligence (AI) is one of the techniques used for providing recommendation services. AI is a system that mimics the behavior of humans. Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is a general AI paradigm for reasoning from Experience [15]. The CBR framework includes case acquisition; case representation; case Indexing; case search; case retrieval; and case reasoning. In searching and retrieval of previous cases, terms in the domain knowledge are usually identified by their word stems. Stemming reduces the storage requirements by decreasing the number of words maintained. Porter's stemming algorithm is probably the most widely used stemmer in information retrieval (IR) research. The Porter stemming algorithm removes the commoner and morphological endings from English words. It does not usually matter whether the stems generated are genuine words or not – thus, “computation” might be stemmed to “comput” [16]. Examples of products using stemming algorithms are search engines such as Lycos and Google, and also thesauruses and other products using Natural Language Processing (NLP) for the purpose of IR [17]. The suffix stripping process of porter’s stemming algorithm reduces the total number of terms in the IR system, and hence reduce the size and complexity of the data in the system, which is always advantageous [17]. A smaller dictionary size results in savings in storage space and processing time.

Thus, the problem with existing speech-enabled e-Learning systems is a lack of support for intelligence such as inability to take decisions that will adapt to learners’ request based on requirement. The key issues in contemporary speech applications are adaptive and flexible interaction methods [18]. A suitable system will be an application that will not only provide solution but recommend a viable solution even in the absence of enough teachers to attend to learner’s problems.

II. E-LEARNING

One of the areas that has been highly affected by ICT is education. Technological advances and wide availability of personal computers, Compact Disks (CDs), the web, broadband access to the Internet, etc, have been used as supporting tools in e-Learning [19]. E-Learning is the use of ICT for supporting learning processes. The various forms of learning environment can be classified into different categories. The traditional form of education is the first category. Here, teachers and students have to be physically present in a classroom setting. Face to face interaction is the most prevalent means of communication between teachers and students.

The second category is by distance education, with the development of communication and transportation technologies in the industrial age, teachers and students were separated by space and time. Communication between teachers and students is achieved by using traditional mail, phone, radio and television. Electronic revolution and the advent of the Internet led to e-Learning which is the third category. Since then different types of media like text, audio, video, hypertext, simulations and two-way communication have been used commonly in education. The m-Learning constitutes the fourth category. It involve the use of mobile communication tools like mobile phone, pocket PC, etc. m-Learning is a learning paradigm that takes place anytime, anywhere with the help of a mobile device. Telephone based learning when used with only a mobile device, is seen as a variant of m-Learning. However, when it is used with land and mobile device, it is seen as voice learning. Voice learning is the use of the land and/or mobile phones to access learning contents in the Internet or Intranet on real-time by dialing a telephone number.
III. SYSTEMS DESIGN

Although VoiceXML is easy to learn, building a successful VoiceXML application requires not only software development skills, but also other skills like understanding human factors for the telephone interface, linguistics, speech recognition and audio production. The VoiceXML application development life cycle [20] contains the steps for building speech applications. The steps are similar to web application development stages but include voice user interface (VUI) design and speech recognition system. The development cycle consists of five phases; they include problem definition; systems design; systems development; systems testing; and pilot and deployment.

A. VUI Design

Every authenticated user of the application will undergo some questions and answers session, which will be matched against the content of the database, and the result received by the user through voice response. The sample call flow for the VUI speech-based e-Learning system is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Sample call flow of intelligent speech-based e-Learning system.

| IVR: | Welcome to an Intelligent voice enabled e-Learning system. To login into the system, you must enroll and register, to obtain user name and password. |
| IVR: | What is your password |
| Student: Say [password] |
| IVR: | Say "1" For course registration |
| IVR: | Say "2" For voice learning |
| IVR: | Say "3" For Tutorial |

B. Psuedocode and Flowchart

The partial psuedocode for the intelligent e-Learning application and CBR search/retrieval module are contained in Fig. 2. The query in the psuedocode represent tutorial question asked by a student requesting for an answer through voice response. The Porter Stemming algorithm has been integrated with CBR to realize an intelligent processing agent for the speech-enabled e-Learning application. Fig. 3 describes a program flowchart of the e-Learning application. A student submits a query and the query is match against case knowledge base, if a match is found then it is reported to the student through IVR and the system will terminate, otherwise the term is tokenized and stemmed, and the process starts all over again until a match is found, otherwise it is treated as unresolved question. Unresolved questions are handled by the teachers and feedback sent to the student through email.

---

**Step 1:** The user submits a query and the query is compared with the case knowledge base terms for a match. If the query is found, the corresponding solution is retrieved, and the system terminate, otherwise the query is sent to **step 2**.

**Step 2:** The query is tokenized.

**Step 3:** Generated tokens of the query are compared with the generated index keywords in the domain knowledge for a match. If there is a match then token is replaced with index keyword, goto **step 1**. If there is no match then the token is sent to stemming algorithm and the stemmed tokens is compared with index keywords and goto **step 1**.

Fig. 2: Partial psuedocode for intelligent e-Learning application using CBR and stemming approach.
IV. DEPLOYMENT ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 4 presents a Unified Modeling Language (UML) deployment diagram for speech-enabled e-Learning system. It contains client devices, servers and database.

A. Client Devices

The client systems include student’s telephone such as land phones and mobile phones (Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), cell phone and smart phone and other handheld communication devices). In institutions where students are not allowed to use mobile phones or where cost is an issue, then the alternative device is a PC phone such as Skype on Voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) platform.

B. Servers

The server comprises of the voice and web server. The voice server contains the automatic speech recognition (ASR), text-to-speech (TTS) and voice browser. The web server stores the e-Learning application and is used to maintain Internet connectivity with the voice gateway. The robust web server provides real-time access to the e-Learning database.

C. Databases

The database used is MySQL. It stores the student’s profile and other information related to the learning content. MySQL is a server application (for database) able to carry out a great number of SQL commands [21].
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The application provides access to learners through VUI. The VUI was developed using VoiceXML, Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) was used for the web user interface (WUI), Apache was used as the middleware and MySQL as the database. A Voxeo Prophecy phone emulator was downloaded [22] and installed on a local computer and used to develop the VUI application. A headset was connected to the local computer for the caller to get voice response and also be able to supply voice input. Clicking the Dial button from the Voxeo Prophecy SIP Softphone keypad (see Fig. 5) allowed connection to the application for access to the various services provided. Once connected, the application prompts with a welcome message and goes ahead to authenticate the user’s name and password before any transaction can take place. The application will ask for the services demanded by a student and then process the request.

The web user interface (WUI) is used by the system administrator for user management, account management and configuration management. All the students access the application through the VUI while the administrator accesses the application through the WUI.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an intelligent speech-enabled e-Learning application has been presented. The Intelligent component of the application was realized using CBR and porter’s stemming algorithm.

The UML deployment diagram will provide a reference model and platform for developers to create intelligent speech-based e-Learning applications. It also makes a contribution in the area of ubiquitous learning. The e-Learning application will especially be useful for students who are physically challenged such as the visually impaired. It will also be useful for people who have medical history of reacting to repetitive strain injury (RSI) as a result of seating too long in one place using the keyboard. Therefore this system gives every citizen equal right and access to quality education irrespective of his or her physical disability.

The e-Learning system offers an alternative platform of learning without any physical disability. It complements the existing e-Learning systems such as web-based learning, m-Learning, etc. The e-Learning system offers the possibility to learn anytime and anywhere there is telephone access, regardless of the availability of Internet services.
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